One dimensional simulations of firn evolution neglect horizontal transport 13 during burial. Using a suite of model runs, we demonstrate the impacts of advection on the 14 development of firn density, temperature, and the stratigraphy of melt features the 15 Greenland ice sheet percolation zone. The simulations isolate processes in synthetic runs, 16 and investigate four specific transects and an ice core site. The advection process tends to 17 increase the pore close-off depth, reduce the heat content, and decrease the frequency of 18 melt features with depth by emplacing firn sourced from higher locations under 19 increasingly warm and melt-affected surface conditions. Horizontal ice flow interacts with 20 topography, climate gradients, and meltwater infiltration to influence the evolution of the 21 firn column structure; the interaction between these variables modulates the impact of 22 advection on firn at locations around Greenland. Pore close-off and firn temperature are 23 mainly impacted in the lowermost 20 km of the percolation zone, which may be relevant to 24 migration of the lower percolation zone. Relatively high in the percolation zone, however, 25 the stratigraphy of melt features can have an advection derived component that should not 26 be conflated with changing climate.
advection can play in MFP records, we simulated the specific conditions at Crawford Point 157 located along the EGIG line. This site is relatively high elevation in the percolation zone 158 with far less surface melt than the lower percolation zone. In recent decades the average 159 summer at this site experiences about 15 days of melt (Mote, 2007) .
160 161 We modeled the 2D firn evolution on a flow line leading to Crawford Point using datasets 162 for the modern state. Ice surface geometry (Morlighem et al., 2017) and velocity (Joughin et 163 al., 2010) datasets were used for converting from space to time; and, mean melt and 164 snowfall values from RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2018) were used to determine spatial 165 climate gradients. We assume the spatial gradients in these datasets have not changed over .
(1)
The MFP at time (t) can be determined from the accumulation and melt conditions at this 304 upglacier location:
305
.
(2) Evidence and analysis of 2012 Greenland records from spaceborne observations, a 432 regional climate model and reanalysis data, Cryosph., 7(2), 615-630, doi:10.5194/tc- is Helheim (see Table 1 ). 
